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Sticky Note
With the 3D PDF Pro plug-in for Adobe Acrobat, the author of the PDF document can create assembly and disassembly instructions to perform any type of user guide or instruction manual.The power of creating manuals in 3D brings a lot more clarity to the reader by bringing what was once static images to life. In turn you are reducing variations of reader incrementation and minimizing mistakes.With visibility of animations defined in the PDF file the user just uses Adobe Reader to interact with 3D animated instructions, which can also be a great training tool for new employees.
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Sticky Note
With 3D PDF Pro, include multiple different languages for the reader to translate the document to a language they would understand.
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Sticky Note
Standard play controls are provided with the 3D PDF Pro plug-in to jump play and jump through the animation created by the 3D PDF Pro animation tool. These buttons can be customized for your specific template layout.The play buttons can also be modified to behave differently. In other words, the author may want just two buttons and delete the rest; one button to jump to the next step and play right away, and another to jump back and automatically play the previous step.
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Sticky Note
The author of the PDF document can add any type of description about the animation for each step. The author explains what is occurring in the animation or list the required tools. These text fields are commonly used to describe a maintenance, assembly, or disassembly procedure. The display of the text boxes can be adjusted with the Adobe Acrobat tools.The Publish tool comes with four additional text fields, three of which are used in this template.1) The Headline field is used to display the name of the step.2) The Long Description is used for the instructions.3) The Special Hint is used for the warning messages.
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Sticky Note
Add your 3D CAD model to the 3D PDF file either by using the Desktop solution, Tetra4D Converter, or the Server solution, PROSTEP's PDF Generator 3D.With the 3D PDF Pro plug-in for Adobe Acrobat, virtually create animations and add descriptive information about the procedure.This will enable readers to interact with the 3D representation directly within your technical documentation using the universal standard PDF document in Adobe Reader.
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